
Make a den with blankets, sheets or towels.

Make your own magic wand with a stick, some foil and any craft bits you may

have.

Go on a number hunt – whilst around your house or out walking see what

numbers you can find and point them out, write them down or take a

picture.

Bake simple cakes or biscuits and come back later to decorate them.

Water play – fill the kitchen sink or even the bath with water and bubbles

and enjoy exploring and pouring with the contents of the tuppaware

cupboard (supervised!)

Birthday calendar – get your child to help you create a birthday wall chart

with friends' and family members' birthdays on. Decorate it to look colourful

and fabulous.

Weighing and comparing – get an assortment of items out such as tins or

even toys and show your child how to use the weighing scales. Can they

guess which items will be heavier or lighter before the weigh them?

Measuring – find an assortment of items and put them in length order such

as shoes or toys, extend by measuring with bricks or cubes or a tape

measure if older.

Colour hunt – select a coloured piece of paper of object and go on a hunt

for other things which match. I personally love to use paint colour swatches

for this so pop to a DIY and stock up.

. Scissor activities – does your grass need a Spring trim? Send your little one

out with some scissors to do some trimming to develop scissor skills. Or cut

up paint colour swatches between the different shades.
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11. Magic drawing – colour a piece of paper with wax crayons all rainbow

colours. Use a black crayon over the top then scratch a picture using a

coin.

12.Stick man – collect some sticks in the garden to make your very own

stick man (accompanies the book by Julia Donaldson)

13.  Create an obstacle course – can be done inside or outside using your

usual toys and furniture. 

14.  Messy play – make your own playdough, moon sand or fluff using the

various recipes online. Personally I love to make playdough in the

microwave - it is super simple. 

15.  Dance party – when my children are twitchy a dance party always

helps. Put on the pop or rock hits and dance like no one is watching!

16.  Threading – Stand some spaghetti pasta (uncooked) into a blob of

blutac and then thread Cheerios onto it. Adapt for other resources you

may have access to.

17.  Wardrobe refresh – pull things out and have a sort out – let your child

do a fashion show to see it things still fit and then sort into piles for charity

or to pass to a friend. 

18.  Play ‘name 5 things’ – create categories such as ‘name 5 things which

live in the fridge’, ‘name 5 things which smell’. Extend by having a timer to

answer quickly.

19.  Litter pick – do a local litter pick around your road (wear gloves) and

whilst doing this talk about recycling and the safety element of picking up

things which are safe.

20.  Yoga – need some calm time? Pop on YouTube and watch some

cosmic kids yoga. These are all themed so suits all interests.
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21.  Giant drawing – all ages can do this activity, we use wallpaper lining

paper from a DIY store which you can buy for a few pounds in huge rolls.

Roll it out on the floor and draw away!

22.  Go on a listening adventure – in your garden on a walk, see what

things you can hear, sometimes it helps to stop and close your eyes. Make

up stories about what the sounds are doing.

23.  Look at photos – my little one recently found some old photo albums

in the cupboard. Dig out old photos or sentimental items to talk to your

children about your past and the things you have done or places you have

been.

24.  Shops – Set up a shop using things from your kitchen or toys, shoes

etc. You could go as far as to make prices and labels and get money if age

appropriate. This is a great chance for communication skills and maths

skills. 

25.  Make a bug hotel – make a home for insects in your garden or local

area, collect stones, twigs etc and pile them to create a lovely environment

for them to live.

26.  Google Earth – find where you live (and other places) on Google Earth.

27.  Make your own roads – dig out some masking tape and use it on the

carpet to create roads or shapes. We have made a whole zoo before in

our lounge with animal enclosures, paths and shops. This is open ended

play and can last for hours or be revisited.
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28.  Car ramps – create car ramps with tubes, books etc and using

masking tape or paper you can create measurements along the floor to

see how far cars have gone. Does the same car always win? What makes it

go faster?

29.  Get outdoors – whatever the weather all we need is the right clothes.

Puddle jump, collect sticks and leaves, look for signs of spring, tidy up the

garden, bird watch… get some fresh air and everyone will feel more

relaxed. Children should ideally be outside for 2 hours of more each day. 

30.  Read – no app can replace a lap. Each day take at least 10 minutes to

read. Read your own books whilst sat together on the sofa or read to your

child. Modelling reading is so important so let them see you curl up with

book. Perhaps dig out a longer book than usual when you don’t have to

rush for bedtime. Pop to the library to stock up on new books or swap a

bundle with a friend so you have new books to enjoy.  

 

 

 

 

Watch out for my guide on how to create a TOY ROTATION system so

things stay fresh and actually get played with.
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